
Chapter 568 

“There’s nothing to be afraid of! If she really starts a fight with us, the instructors will not 

necessarily be on her side anyway!” The girls didn’t believe that Janet would be able to seduce 

those heartless instructors. 

Pursing her lips, Madelaine was secretly happy at how smooth everything was going! Before 

Janet knew it, there were more and more people who were hating on her. 

After the conversation amongst the girls ended, their gazes automatically fell on Janet. They 

were trying to find out what she was doing at the moment. Yet, the scene unfolding before their 

eyes surprised them! 

The instructors were offering Janet a bottle of mineral water. The girls were dumbstruck; their 

eyes were wide open. This isn’t an illusion, right? The ruthless instructors are offering Janet a 

bottle of mineral water? 

 “Look. Quickly, look. The instructor…” One of the girls quickly patted Madelaine’s shoulder. 

Not knowing why the girl was making a fuss, Madelaine snorted disdainfully. Then, she looked 

in the direction the girl was pointing at. All of a sudden, her pupils shrank and her face turned 

ashen. What did I just see? 

She saw the two instructors squatting in front of Janet. The three of them looked like they were 

in the middle of a conversation. However, the way they squatted gave off a feeling that they were 

subordinates that were reporting to their boss. Their authority as instructors was nowhere to be 

seen. 

At that moment, Madelaine felt like the three of them were actually acquaintances. But, how did 

Janet come across them? Her mind was occupied by countless question marks. She realized that 

Janet had too many secrets, and she knew none of them. 

The thoughts got her trembling. She was afraid that she would offend Janet one day and get 

expelled by the university without knowing the reason. Still, no matter how scary the 

consequences might be, she really hated Janet’s attitude. She’s too pretentious! 

As if he had noticed the gazes on them, Black Python quickly got up on his feet. Blowing his 

whistle, he said, “There will be boxing training this afternoon and I hope everyone will take it 

seriously!” 

After he finished speaking, the students started complaining. 

“Why is there more training? Boxing?” 

“Hannah, you must be very good at boxing, right?” 



Tucking her hair to the back of her ears, Hannah nodded. “I’m pretty good.” While she said that, 

she shot a meaningful glance toward Janet. 

In the meantime, White Python patted Black Python’s shoulder. After a long silence, he said, 

“Can Miss Jackson join the training in the afternoon?” Considering the weather, White Python 

was afraid that Janet would get heatstroke from prolonged exposure to high temperatures and 

excessive sweating. 

“Don’t ask me. I really don’t know anymore. If something really happens, what should we do?” 

Black Python sighed upon hearing that question. He was exhausted both physically and 

mentally. I should have let Red Python come if I knew this was going to be so tough! 

During the afternoon, the sun was blazing. The freshmen were exhausted. Everyone was flushed 

from the heat and their uniforms were plastered to their skin due to the sweat. 

Because the training in the afternoon was one-on-one, two people had to make up a group and 

spar with each other. As to the group members, according to the time taken to finish the five 

kilometers run, the one who took the shortest time got the opportunity to select their sparring 

partner first. 

Naturally, Janet, Abby, Sharon, and Summer became the final choices. Abby looked hopeless. 

“Can I quit? I want to withdraw from the match!” 

Beside her was Sharon who had already put on a grimace. “I really want to take the afternoon 

off. It’s too hot! What is going on with this bullsh*t training and bullsh*t instructors!” She said 

her last sentence especially loud. It was so loud that Black Python happened to hear it very 

clearly! 

Already pissed off by his own troubles, Black Python had nowhere to vent out his anger. Slowly, 

he walked toward Sharon with his hands behind his back. Then, he ducked his head and stared 

into her eyes with a serious expression; his voice was deep. “What did you say?” 

Taken aback by his expression, Sharon took a few steps back. 

 


